
 

 

 

  

   

HARROW ROAD, WEST SUSSEX, BN11 
£595,000 FREEHOLD 
 



 

 

 

  

  

HARROW ROAD, WEST SUSSEX, BN11 
 
Winkworth Worthing is excited to bring this fantastic example 
of this most sought-after family property. A spacious Victorian 
three-bedroom mid-terrace home with a fabulous rear garden 
and off-street parking. Full of its original period features 
including but not limited to, high ceilings punctuated with 
ornate cornices, picture rails, plaster mouldings and ceiling 
roses, fireplaces, stripped floorboards and doors. 
 

From the moment you enter the front door, you are greeted with everything 
you love and admire in Victoriana, the tall ceilings, stripped wood floors and 
doors, plaster mouldings, and ceiling roses perfectly dressed with crystal 
chandeliers which continue throughout. The sitting room offers a beautiful 
traditional calm light-filled room with a large working real fireplace place as 
its main focal point. The adjoined Study refreshingly remains a separate 
room which could lend itself as a spare bedroom, playroom, office or snug to 
get away and chill. At the end of the hall, there is the all-important 
downstairs loo tucked under the stairs. The kitchen then opens to a 
generous 22’3 x 10’4 ft room. Your eye is naturally drawn through to the 
west facing French doors to the garden. The space has been divided by a 
dining area with wooden flooring which steps down to the tiled kitchen 
area. Once again you can find traditional features to include a ceramic sink, a 
very fitting Rangemaster oven and cabinetry in an equally well-suited style. 
The overall feel is of a warm, bright space, a real social area, the hub of the 
home. 

 

On the first floor are three double bedrooms, as with most Victorian homes 
with the principal bedroom to the front being the whole width of the house. 
Fantastically spacious and bright with a large bay window and plenty of 
storage. Once again, all the character features continue upstairs. The other 
two bedrooms offer plenty of space and original fireplaces. The upper 
landing is access to the loft and an original linen cupboard. The design-led 
and beautifully appointed bathroom would not look out of place as a feature 
in a fashionable glossy home and interior magazine. Classic traditional 
modern white suite including a freestanding bath and a separate walk-in 
shower superbly finished with chandelier, metro tiles and column radiator. 

 

Externally this property has block-paved off-road parking to the front. To the 
rear is a surprisingly larger garden than the usual courtyard style, being west 
facing it’s the favoured aspect for evening sun. Immediate to the rear is a 
paved patio and side return, perfect for alfresco dining and barbeques. 
Beyond is a well-kept level lawn bordered by high hedges providing privacy 
and security. 

 

Harrow Road is south of the railway between Worthing’s main and West 
Worthing Stations with services to Brighton and London. There are a host of 
restaurants, shops and supermarkets within walking distance. To the south, 
you can walk to the seafront promenade in under 20 minutes and main 
shopping facilities including Marks and Spencer’s and Waitrose. 
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winkworth.co.uk 
Winkworth wishes to inform prospective buyers and tenants that these particulars are a guide and act as information only. All our details are given in good faith and believed to be correct at the time of 
printing but they don’t form part of an offer or contract. No Winkworth employee has authority to make or give any representation or warranty in relation to this property. All fixtures and fittings, 
whether fitted or not are deemed removable by the vendor unless stated otherwise and room sizes are measured between internal wall surfaces, including furnishings. 


